
Minin University shares its experience of working with Ch. Charan 

Singh University 

 

Ch. Charn Singh University, Meerut focusses on imparting high-value education and 

knowledge to its students. University is constantly making efforts in signing MOUs, making 

International collaborations and holding cultural exchange programs to enhance University’s 

International profile and to spread Indian knowledge and culture abroad. Minin University is 

one such university that works on high-quality educational materials as well as the 

development of mechanisms at the bilateral level that will ensure the teaching of Russian in 

India, as well as the study of the history and culture of India in Russia.  

Minin university has extensive experience in teaching Russian as a foreign language. 

According to Rector of Minin University, Viktor Sdobnyakov, the university has good 

cooperation in India, and Chaudhary Charan Singh University is a reliable partner. 

“The opening of the Exchange Center at Chaudhary Charan Singh University (CCSU) is 

an important step in our cooperation. Russian is a foreign language in India, but interest in the 

Russian language does not fade. It is necessary to note the extremely important role of Russian 

diplomatic missions. Our task is to support this interest. Minin University is one of the TOP-

3 pedagogical universities in Russia and has extensive experience in implementing the 

“Russian as a Foreign Language” program. We are open for cooperation in India. Let me 

express my gratitude to Vice Chancellor Prof. Sangeeta Shukla. Dear Vice Chancellor has done 

a lot for our successful cooperation,” quoted rector of Minin University Viktor Sdobnyakov. 

Minin University also shared their good experiences of collaboration with our University 

at the International Convention “Russia - Asia. The science. Education. Culture". The main 

theme of the convention was the issue of creating scientific and educational cooperation 

between Russian pedagogical universities and educational organizations in Asian countries, 

especially in India. The experience was presented by the head of the Department of Russian 

and Foreign Philology, Yulia Marinina. She spoke about the work of the Exchange Center for 

Open Education in Russian and Russian Language Teaching in Meerut at Chaudhary Charan 

Singh University. 

  



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 


